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Earth day is one of my favorite holidays, because I love to pick up my
community's land. Because I will be telling you my opinion of Earth and my
home state, Vermont.

One of my favorite things about living in Vermont is the weather.
Here in Vermont there are four discernible seasons. You can tell which
season it is just by the weather and atmosphere. Also good weather means
in the summer it will be bright and shiny for taking walks, bike riding,
swimming, vacation and many others. My favorite thing to do in Vermont's
summer is swimming. I usually go to North Wood pool, in my opinion it's my
favorite pool because of the size, it is as big as a football field. Also my last
birthday was there with all of my friends having a pool party. Lastly
Vermont's nice trees surround North Wood pool.

Next, my concern for Vermont in the future is that there will be more
pollution and trash around, with less recycle bins.  I think there will be a
factory in the future because I think there will be more cars, so more gas
which the factores will have for chemicals that could harm Vermont's
environment.  I have seen people litter a lot more, and I'm hoping that it
doesn't get worse. Next I am hoping for fast food places to have less plastic
when they wrap the food. I was thinking maybe it should be biodegradable
to help the environment. There will probably be more houses and more
cities, that would mean less grass and wildlife, also more houses mean
more people and more people would have a car with gas that could hurt the
environment

Lastly, I think what we can do to help the environment is to have less
landfills and more recycle bins in stores. Also less plastic to waste by
making biodegradable packaging for UPS and other brands. Next I'm
hoping that little kid toys will have less plastic in them, l was thinking



something like legos, making them a different material will go a long way,
because they can cause

In conclusion , that was my opinions and thoughts about Earth day
and vermont. Trying to recycle more can do a lot in Vermont or any other
state or country.

Glossary

Biodegradable:(of a substance or object) capable of being decomposed by bacteria or
other living organisms

Synonym:
.

Discernible:able to be discerned; perceptible.

Synonym: noticeable

Atmosphere:the gases surrounding the earth or another planet.

Synonym: air

Community: a group of people living in the same place or having a particular
characteristic in common.

Synonym: group

“Time spent among trees is never time wasted.”
—Anonymous




